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Review of our last meeting

Our July meeting was our experimental “theme” evening and I hope the 12 others who attended enjoyed as 

much as I did the highly varied selection of de Havilland photos that Sue, Phil and I brought along. Personally I 

thought the concept was a big success the narrative with each photo being far more interesting than a simple 

slide show; certainly there was far more interaction from the floor and that must be a good thing. However, I 

may be a bit biased so please let me know your honest views and any positive ideas on how this type of evening

can be improved.  Also any ideas for a future themed evening would be welcome. 

At the moment I am unsure exactly how next month’s meeting is going to pan out, and I probably will not know

until a couple of weeks beforehand, but I am aware that at least one member who was unable to attend the last 

meeting has prepared a DH selection, so if you have one yourself please bring it along in August as I am fairly 

sure there will be time to show it.



Stansted Happenings

Probably the first item to mention is the 28th June decision by Uttlesford Council to refuse STN’s plans to expand to a 

capacity of 43 million passengers p.a., up from the present capacity of 35 million (28 million passengers actually handled 

in 2018). The now “Residents for Uttlesford” controlled council decision reverses that of the previous Conservative 

controlled council. The review was held following a petition of just 1,600 residents whereas local businesses and many 

local residents supported the expansion plans. With the amount of employment opportunities and the associated income

that flows into the community directly and indirectly from STN - to the benefit of all in the Uttlesford boundary - I find the

new decision incredulous.

The Trump visit was much of the same really from what has been reported to me – I happened to be in the States at the 

time and there was immense media coverage. Personally, I preferred the CNN coverage which is invariably critical of 

Trump’s presidency, so it reported lots of negative things about Trump but total praise for the monarchy. One CNN 

criticism was the fact that Trump turned the occasion into a family vacation but this did result in 3 C32/757’s as well as Air

Force One to arrive at STN, along with plenty of C17's in and out with bits and the usual two C5's with the cars, and 

associated rotary traffic. 

Ryanair have announced that their MAX deliveries have been postponed until November when 5 are due to arrive of the 

potential 210 on order. A further 42 will be delivered over the 2020 summer period. Of course this all depends upon the 

MAX getting EASA approval. Ryanair are already planning fleet disposals when the MAX arrive starting with a batch of 10 

of their oldest examples (average age 16 years). There is reportedly a lot of interest from China to purchase them for 

freighter conversions.

More Ryanair news is the establishing of a 100% owned subsidiary Malta Air, and the appearance at STN in June of 9H-

QAA (ex EI-FZI) which reports say is the first of 50 (or maybe 60 depending on which article is read) for this new airline. 

Apparently only 6 planes will have new livery of the 50, or more, aircraft to be registered in Malta and it is possible the 

other 44 aircraft will have the standard RYR paint scheme. At the time of writing 9 aircraft had been re-registered from EI-

to 9H-.

Ryanair will brand some of the fleet in Malta Air colours for summer 2020 and move Ryanair aircraft from France, Italy 

and Germany to the Malta AOC, allowing crews to pay taxes in France, Italy and Germany instead of Ireland which they 

are currently required to pay under Ryanair’s Irish AOC. Ireland has one of the highest tax rates in Europe so working on 

board Maltese registered aircraft should mean air crew are no longer liable to pay punitive rates of Irish tax - there should

be lots of rejoicing amongst non Eire based RYR crews!



Another new airline! flypop has unveiled its new corporate headquarters at Endeavour House, Stansted Airport (STN) 

and has plans to operate a non-stop A330 service to two of India’s key cities - Amritsar (ATQ) in Punjab and Ahmedabad 

(AMD) in Gujarat - from STN when (IF) it launches. The carrier plans to raise a total of £6 million by the end of 2019 

which, to me, doesn’t seem a great deal of cash to support a fledgling A330 operator even if it is leasing the aircraft. 

Below is an artist’s impression of the Y Class cabin which seems to feature those new style thin and uncomfortable seats 

which along with those coloured discs will ensure a sleepness night!

More good news is that Ural Airlines, at the launch of their winter 2019/20 season, plans to schedule a Moscow 

Zhukovsky – STN route with an A320 service 4 times per week commencing 27th October. 

U6745 ZIA1100 – 1200STN 320 x246

U6746 STN1300 – 1940ZIA 320 x246



In addition, Emirates has now commenced its 2nd daily B777 service and, at last, Albawings have now started their 

weekly service.

Some May/June photos courtesy of Andy Goldsmith and Michael Jones

D-AIZR A320 of Eurowings in special Borussia Dortmund scheme on 16th June 



M-LCFC BBJ on June 22nd

As an aside, when will an airline paint an airliner in Palace’s current scheme? 

Some inspiration below in some old American Airlines logos – can you guess the years they were introduced.

(answers at the end of this Chat – clue, not that recent!)

9H-MIP A380 of HiFly on 30th May



EC-LZO Boeing 767-35DER of Privilege Style on 2nd June

N933ML Global 5000 on 2nd June



N980GA Gulfstream 280 on delivery on 30th May

YI-ASF Boeing 737-81Z of Iraqi Airways on 28th June

4X-AGN A321N Arkia on 17th June 



159350 VH-3, USAF 3rd June – part of Team Trump

ZZ131 A330MRT of the Royal Air Force on 8th June

Other military visitors to the STN airspace were 2 RAF Coningsby Typhoons “supervising” two separate 

emergency landings.  Firstly, on 22nd June Titan’s A321 G-POWU - on lease to Jet2 and en route to Dalaman - 

was escorted back to STN due to a highly disruptive passenger  threatening to open the exit door in flight. The 

A321 was replaced by 757 G-LSAJ pictured here arriving from Manchester



 The second on 27th June was Air India’s B777 VT-ALK  en route Mumbai to Newark which diverted into STN 

following a telephoned bomb threat. On both occasions the Typhoons were ZK307 and ZK315. No, not the only

two serviceable Typhoons available even in these days of tight budget controls on the military - apparently QRA

aircraft are fully armed for combat so if they are still combat serviceable there is no need to disarm them and 

change the QRA duties to alternative aircraft. 

Our next meeting is on Tuesday 6th August and, as usual, will commence at 20:15 hrs in St. John’s 

Church Hall.  As mentioned earlier I am uncertain at the moment on how the meeting will be structured as it is 

possible that a member will be making a 45-60 minute illustrated presentation on his recent tour of France but 

this will depend on his yet unknown work schedule.  So please bring along your memory sticks (no hard disks 

please) of any DH themed photos you wanted to show at the July meeting but couldn’t, and also any photos 

taken this year around the globe but please also remember to batch them in groups of around 30.



And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............

And, as always, thanks to Michael Jones for his help and editing of this Chat including some illustrations, plus thanks

again to Andy Goldsmith for some of the photographs I have used.

Quick quiz answers 

1934                         1945

  2020?

Brian Richards

Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


